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About This Game

You are the AI in charge of Earth's final interstellar spaceship, tasked with delivering your human crew to a suitable new home
among the stars. The fate of previous ships is unknown--with a set of galactic maps to guide you, it's your job to decide which

planets to visit, which crew to send down to the surface, and which choices they should make along the way. You are humanity's
last hope.

Your choice matters!
Each of ten possible crew members has a distinct set of attributes, traits and flaws that will impact your chances, so choose

wisely! With over 30 planets and stations to visit, over 700 choices to make, and near-infinite randomized sector maps to visit,
there are countless paths to take across the galaxy.

A novel's worth of adventure!
Over 120,000 words of text across multiple playthroughs provide a rich storyline full of action, suspense, drama and horror. Can

you find your way down all four paths to victory?

Customizable
Lua-based missions and json-based data files make writing and scripting your own missions simple, and creating new characters

is a breeze with the in-game character creator. Write yourself into the game, or include your friends and see who survives.

Eat your crew
Food and fuel are hard to come by in deep space. Choose wisely but quickly in charting your course--when supplies run out,

tough decisions will be in store, and cannibalism might be the only option...
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Title: The Away Team: Lost Exodus
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Underflow Studios
Publisher:
Crackshell
Release Date: 22 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher 32bit

Processor: 1 ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader 1.1 support

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Our sound guy would be sad if you don't have one but you technically could play without one... You monster

English
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the away team lost exodus

Amazing game, i play it cause of nostalgia. I used to play bomberman as a kid, so this just throw me back in that memories :).
Anyway, amazing game, fun and even better with friends.. These games (You have 10 seconds 1 and 2) are so awesome. Keep
up the good work!

Why not make a You have 10 seconds 3 huh? :). Well, I just wanna say that this game is a bit of nostlagia to me, so I may be
biased. :/
With that said, I can say I really like this game, even thou it sometimes makes me wanna throw myself outta tall buildings, yet
still, you won´t find better on this concept. It gives you somewhat good look at guerila wars today with huge changes from the
first Full Spectrum Warrior. What the first game lacked, the second brings. Soldiers are sometimes acting stupid, but you just
have to slowly learn, trust me. I would still wait a while to buy it on sale, in case the game is not for you.. Cult of Wind presents
a comical looking and original gameplay in an over the shoulder shooter.

Heck, it looks great since it has Steamworks for map creation so you can whip up your own temple to the sky god. Sadly, the
delivery is an absolute nose dive. Whereas most multiplayer games would have several dedicated servers running, Cult of Wind
only has one which is empty. Even with it being on sale at $2, I was hoping for some fun only to experience absolute defeat
when I saw there is nobody else playing, not even privately hosted servers. It doesn\u2019t help that the developer has done
nothing since the game left early access back in 2014.

The combination of an inactive player base and a missing in action developer leads me to conclude that this game dead, just like
the airplanes that once flew.. Very simple to play Football Manager game, some flaws here and there but its FREE defo worth
the time to play this game if you dont want to pay the money for FM 2015 etc.

Lots of team options to chose from and can also upgrade Stadium / Training Facilities etc.

Can progress through European competitions and also player Ratings go up and down depending on how they are currently
playing.

Worth a shot if you like football, will also be a good option if you are new to FM type games and give you an idea on how they
work as the menu's are nice and simple.

-Forgot to mention- There is a 2D match coming late Summer, or you can opt into the beta by paying £2.99 for the VIP edition
which lasts 12months!. Played 3 times on normal without realizing character attributes need to be manually leveled,

A lot of time would of been saved but was used to camp like a little hoe.

11/10

-Running on windows 7 ultimate with an old nVidia-

Known crashes:
•Intel chipsets can't run the engine of afterlight and aftershock
•Time to time map loading crashes, save before every battle
•Screen resolution goes into overdrive and makes the screen 1000x800~ something, solvable
•Crouching near cover or objects 70% of the time results in your character clipping into the map and crashing the game
•Drag dropping a character on another character in the squad meniu causes a crash 50% of the time (both afterlight and
aftershock) , avoided by dragging them into empty spaces. The gameplay is frenetic, simple, and well polished. It is a very fun
shooter.

In campaign mode, play a helicopter whose goals per mission is to either rescue hostages, destroy enemy installations, or both,
within a specific stage that loops on its left and right edges. You rescue hostages by landing on the ground near them so they can
enter your helicopter. Be careful though. Although there is no friendly fire in this game, hostages can be killed by enemies and
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the environment. This becomes especially strategic when hostages are waiting within enemy buildings until destroyed, or
positioned close to environmental hazards. Shoot enemy combatants and enemy installations & vehicles with your infinite ammo
guns, or a variety of limited missiles. Enemies can also be damaged by the environment. Refill used missiles and lost health with
limited pick ups within each stage.
One is allotted 3 lives per mission.

The arcade mode has you destroying waves of enemies in larger numbers than campaign, and on what seems to be a much
simpler designed stage than campaign stages, while trying to rescue hostages on the ground. Delivering all required hostages to
your base ends a wave. The larger number of enemies with the more dangerous situation the hostages are placed in makes the
arcade mode a lot more tense to play. After losing a run, you get to type your name into what looks like an online leaderboard.

Get it. It's fun and free!
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Better than most H.O.G.s. The story is more absorbing, the game is well polished and was bug free for me. The achievements
can be gained in 1 playthrough.

Definitely play Enigmatis 1+2 first though.. Seens okay but needs more work.Some of the screens are too busy. Terrible game,
crashes constantly and only once got to even start the game. I'm embarrassed to even own this, but it came in a bundle deal.

Do the right thing and keep your money.. Such a great pack! Costumes from DW 3 looks like very traditional chinese outfits
and this is awesome.
But most of all... it`s nostalgic for old good times :D. No regret getting this game at this price. Better than Heroes XI imo.. As a
disclaimer, I played through all of this game in multiplayer online with a friend. These issues may not be there in single-player
mode but I don't think that matters. In a full release game seeing these kinds of bugs is off-putting.

This game is good, really good even. If you love monkeyball or other ball-rolling/platforming games you'll probably love this
too. There are lots of levels to go through and there's a good combination of them too. There are ones that let you go fast and
feel like a god and ones that you need to take more slowly and methodically (Leaning more towards slower platforming/puzzle
than fast reflex levels). All the areas are cool and the minimal graphics work for the most part. Platforms usualy seem pretty
well defined (save for a few in the space levels). And I really doubt you'd have trouble running this on a laptop or older PC.
Controller support is passable-ish but only if you're ok with constantly going back to mouse and keyboard to navigate the menus.
Playing on one isn't really required though, the small time I spent playing with keyboard felt fine too.

THE BUGS
I disclaimed at the top of this review for a reason. Me and a friend played through the entirety of this game in 2 very long
sittings. Again, this might be because it was multiplayer but we found tonnes of bugs that where sometimes game-breaking. That
you should probably know about if you plan to buy this game to play through with friends.
There may seem like a lot of complaints here, but I want to stress that even though all these bugs where in the game I still
enjoyed it, a lot even. I would still reccomend it even considering all of these things.

1: Physics-based objects do not reset on levels. For example, there are a few levels where you jump from platform to platform
as they fall away behind you. This in theory is great and I always love things like this in games, especially when it's not tied to a
scripted event, However, this sections where functionally unplayable in multiplayer mode because when they fall, they don't re-
appear after a set time, or even when you reset the level. In order to reset the physics you need to quit to the lobby and re-load
the level again, going through the--admittedly short, loading screen all over again. We usually skipped these levels, which was a
shame.

2: The menus seem off. This bug isn't solely related to multiplayer and is more-so (from what I can tell) the fault of the
controller support. Every time I would pause the game to load the next level my controller would stop working so I would need
to switch to Mouse and keyboard. This isn't game-breaking or anything, but what IS gamebreaking are the 2 or 3 times where
my controller didn't break. I would sometimes be able to go to the level-select screen but at those times the game would entirely
freeze when I reached it. Controllers also didn't work in the settings menu. They worked pretty-much everywhere else such as
the customization menu.

2.5: Can't really count this as a bug because maybe it's intentional?? There's a strange sign in every level that just has a random
set of letters on it. They seem like they're supposed to be tips for the specific level you're on but sometimes they where hidden
in strange places or randomly off in the skybox somewhere. It became pretty fun to look for these, they're in every level, maybe
they where put in as a joke? No clue on this one.

3: I can't explain this one without kinda giving something away, I geuss? So the tl;dr is "Sometimes the game just doesn't load
and you're stuck in an endless white abyss or otherwise flying endlessly in a random direction". Fixable only by a full-game
restart.

4: The bloom on the space levels gets really really out of hand. If you have a reflective surface on your ball, I'd reccomend
changing it to something more matte until afterwards. It gets so intense that I feel like I need to call it a bug and not a choice
because it was at one point literally painfull to look at. (https://imgur.com/a/4cp73)

 END OF THE BUGS SECTION 
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This next list is just a small list of complaints I have that aren't related to bugs.
-The online co-op doesn't offer the ability to earn in-game money so even after playing through the entire game me and
my friend couldn't upgrade our balls once. This isn't really a bad thing, I'm just confused as to why they'd leave it out.
-There's no spectate? What's more fun than watching your friend fail 15 times on a level you beat in 30 seconds?
Nothing. Nothing is more fun than that. In order to do that though, me and my friend had to screenshare using discord
because when you beat a level the game decides to give you a static camera looking in a seemingly random direction.
-There's no playlists for online. There are playlists for offline, including one that'll take you through the entire story-
mode. But nothing like that for multiplayer. You have to go to the menus and load the next level manually each time.
Again, not bad but monotonous to say the least.

Again, I can't stress this enough. Regardless of all of this, I would still reccomend this game. If anything in this list
stands out as a red-flag for you, then maybe avoid it because I can gaurentee (for multiplayer at least) that these things
will happen. However, if you don't think the stuff on this list is a big deal, then please, buy this game. It really is great.
The battle-mode is stupid but fun. The lobby-rooms are huge and full of fun stuff to do too. The music--though there
isn't a lot of it, is also very well done. The controls are kind of floaty while still giving you a clear idea of where you can
land and what jumps are possible and the post-fx and SFX make movement itself pretty satisfying. There's also lots of
potential to perfect this game and put up really impressive-looking speedrun footage on youtube.. Could be Sim-Ant ...
wants to be Sim-Ant.. Fails at being Sim-Ant.. is actually suuuuuuper lame.. concept- good
execution - bad

even when the devs are doing a live stream and i post that they are playing everytime someone gets on to join the game all of a
sudden "hey we need to go be right back!"-Game ends, this game suffers with the problem that you cant find lobbies and that if
you start a lobby you have started a game, so the host will play by themselves for sometimes hours hoping for someone to join...i
respect the developers of this game and see what they wanted to do, but something needs done to get people involved more so
there could be more lobbies, maybe a free week or something. tbh: I had a bad experience. It took some time to really
understand the concept even with the easy entry levels. The game and it's mechanics remain confusing to me in a certain way.
Because of this and because of after every mistake you have to start over and over again ... well I've lost fun about it. It was
more going on my nervs. It's a Puzzler, yes but even as a fan from those kind of games at the end I dislike this pretty much..
Nancy Drew is framed for arson and has to prove her innocence with the help of her friends by collecting evidence against the
other suspects. This features fun detective work like snooping, collecting suspect's finger prints and evidence for the evidence
board.
ASH allows you to play as Nancy, Bess, George and Ned. Some people complain about switching between characters, but it
really isn't difficult as long as you're aware of who is holding whichever inventory item you need. The suspects can all be nasty
at times in their own unique and entertaining ways! I would have liked to explore more locations, but it's lovely getting to see
Nancy's house and hometown! Overall a great game!
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